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Confirmed: the Tribunal will overrule strata pet bans 
 
Sydney: in an as-yet unreported decision, the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
has confirmed that it will invalidate strata by-laws that place a blanket prohibition on 
the keeping of animals in a building. 
 
 
In McCormick & McGinness v The Owners – Strata Plan No. 2371 decided on 9 
October 2018, a Senior Member of the Tribunal recorded his view that “a blanket 
prohibition on the keeping of animals in a strata scheme, especially when there is no 
possible discretion or capacity to consider the particular needs and desires of 
individual lot owners or occupiers, does not reflect a notion of fairness” and will be 
considered harsh, unconscionable and oppressive, contrary to applicable strata 
legislation.  
 
These comments follow an earlier Tribunal decision (Yardy), reported at the end of 
August, in which strata residents successfully challenged their building’s ban on pets.  
 
The Senior Member in the McCormick case directly quoted Yardy as authority for his 
comments on pet bans.  
 
Expert strata lawyer Amanda Farmer, of yourstrataproperty.com.au, says these recent 
cases are indicative of the approach that may be expected from the Tribunal in future 
similar matters: “In these recent cases, the Tribunal is sending a message that a 
blanket ban on the keeping of animals in strata schemes is very likely to be considered 
harsh, unconscionable or oppressive and therefore invalid, being a breach of section 
139(1) of the Strata Schemes Management Act 2015.” 
 
Ms Farmer says she had been approached by a number of buildings in recent weeks 
who are seeking a review of their “pet bans”. “As the Tribunal makes its approach to 
pets in strata increasingly clear, concerned committee members fear protracted and 
expensive litigation brought by residents wanting to keep a pet.”  
 
The guidance Ms Farmer is currently providing to buildings who approach her is that 
they are well placed to substitute their pet ban with a more considered “application” 
process, which permits pets to be kept with the approval of the strata committee.  
 
“In my view, the appropriate way to regulate the keeping of animals within a strata 
building is to regulate the outcome of keeping the animal, not the fact of keeping the 
animal. Rather than impose a blanket ban, buildings should – by way of carefully 
drafted by-law – permit residents to make an application to the strata committee for 
approval to keep an animal, with the strata committee to assess each application on 
its own merits and not unreasonably withhold its approval. Animals approved by the 
strata committee are then kept on certain reasonable conditions, including conditions 
relevant to noise, mess and safety.” 
 

http://www.yourstrataproperty.com.au/


“I believe we will begin to see more and more cases involving residents challenging 
their buildings’ pet bans, with success, as they rely on these earlier authorities and 
section 139(1) of the Act” Ms Farmer says.  
 
“All strata committees should be carefully considering their by-laws to ensure that their 
approach to the keeping of animals in their building will withstand the scrutiny of the 
Tribunal”.  
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Amanda Farmer is the owner of Lawyers Chambers on Riley, a 
boutique strata law firm in Sydney. With over 15 years’ experience 
in the sector, Amanda sits on the Council of the Australian College 
of Strata Lawyers. Amanda is also the host of the popular podcast 
“Your Strata Property”, delivering vital information to owners and 
managers seeking reliable resources for community living. Amanda 
is also the founder of "Women in Strata", a networking group for 
women working in strata management.  
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